Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Spring 2015

Age Group:

U10

Week:

4

Topic: Individual Defending
Objective: To improve the player's ability to defend and tackle an opponent
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization

Diagram

Partner Defending: (10 minutes)
Partners are 7-10 yards away from each other passing a ball back and forth. On
the coach’s whistle or “go” command, whatever player has the ball puts their
foot on top of it. The player without the ball acts as the defender and closes
down on the ball.
Repeat for 5 Minutes making sure both players get numerous chances to close
down on the ball.
Variation: Now the attacker can dribble towards the defender to make it a bit
more game like.

Click to insert session diagram

Play 4 rounds of 2 minutes each with a 30 second break in between rounds

Stage 2
Activity

Stage 3
Activity

3v3 to 4 Goals: (20 minutes)
In a 20Wx30Lyard grid with two goals on each end line
1 point player strikes the ball through either goal
10 points if player dribbles through either goal
20 points if a player wins the ball from a tackle and immediately scores.

Click to insert session diagram

Play 4 rounds of 4 minutes each with a 1 minute break in between
rounds

4v4 to 3 Goals: (20 minutes)
In a 30Wx40Lyard grid with two goals on each end line
1 point player strikes the ball through either goal
10 points if player dribbles through either goal
20 points if a player wins the ball from a tackle and immediately
scores.

Click to insert session diagram

Play 2 rounds of 9 minutes each with a 2 minute break in
between rounds
6v6: (25 minutes)

Stage 4
• On a 40Wx60L field, Red team will play a 1-2-3, and the White team will play 1-1-3-1
Conditioned
• Play the game encouraging players to recognize when and how to apply pressure on the opponent.
Game

U10: Coach Interventions
Coach (C)- What are the visual cues to go and pressure the ball?
Player (P) - The closest player to me is in possession of the ball
C- What determines your angle of approach?
P - I need to know which foot is their strongest foot so I can "take
that away"
C- What does your body stance look like when defending?
P-Closest foot to the ball pointing at the ball, furthest foot from
the ball pointing in the direction I wan the player to go, bending
at the knees.
C - What should you do when you are the pressuring defender?
P - I should close down fast on the attacker and be about an arms
length away. (Touching distance)

C - Who should pressure the ball?
P - The closest players to the ball.
C - Why do we pressure the ball?
P - Delay the attackers progress forward until I have
support and can win the ball with my teammates.
C - When should you win the ball?
P - Attacker takes a poor touch, ball is bouncing, the
ball moves in a negative direction (towards their own
goal).

C- What are the visual cues to not pressure too closely?
P - Attacker has received the ball with space around
them, good first touch and their head is up.
C - What should you do if there are no covering
defenders behind you?
P - I should try and Delay the attack and not allow the
attacker to beat me with a dribble, pass or shot.
C - When should you try to tackle the attacker?
P - When I am sure I can win the ball or my covering
team mate tells me too.

Reinforce all the coaching points from all the
activities.

• Play 2 rounds of 11 minutes with a 3 minute break in between rounds
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